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Abstract

-

with

K = {k = [kt, ...,km]' : 67

This paper has three contributions. The first
involves polytopes of matrices whose characteristic
polynomials also lie in a polytopic set (e.g. companion matrices). We show that this set is Hurwitz or
Schur invariant iff there exist multiaffinely parameterized positive definite, Lyapunov matrices which solve
an augmented Lyapunov equation. The second result
concerns uncertain transfer functions with denominator and numerator belonging to a polytopic set. We
show all members of this set are Strictly Positive Real
iff the Lyapunov matrices solving the equations featuring the Kalman-Yakubovic-Popov Lemma are multiaffinely parameterized. Moreover, under an alternative characterization of the underlying polytopie sets,
the Lyapunov matrices for both of these resnlts admit
affine parameterizations. Finally, we apply the Lyapunov equation results to derive stability conditions
for a class of Linear Time Varying Systems.
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and h(k) aftine in the elements of k. An example of
such a set of matrices is a set of affinely parameterized
companion matrices in the controllable form [5].
We call an n x n matrix A, a-Hurwitz if all its
eigenvalues lie in the open half plane Re[s] < -a, for
some a > 0. Similarly, A is said to be pSchur, for
some 0 < p < 1, if all its eigenvalues lie in the open
disc JrJ
< p.
It is shown here that SZ is a-IIurwitz (respectively
pSchur) invariant iff there exists a a-Hurwitz (respectively pSchur) matrix A, compatibly dimensioned
vector w and a Lyapunov pair P(k), Q(k) depending mulliafinely on the elements of k, which satisfies
the Lyapunov equation [l] (1 .S) (respectively (1.4))
for all k E K .

Introduction
where

This paper considers the existence of parameterized Lyapunov functions for the ~tabilit~y
and pa~sivit~y
analysis of linear time invariant (LTI) uncertain s y s
tems and demonstrates their application to the stability analysis of a class of Linear Time Varying (LTV)
systems.
The first problem considered here involves the family of matrices described below where g and h ( k ) are
it-vectors, F is an it x it matrix:
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The P and Q appearing above will be respectively referred to as a continuous and discrete time Lyapunov
pair associated with A, while the matrix P itself will
be called a Lyapunov matrix associated with A.
Here a multiaffine function is one which is afine
in each individual argument. We note that the fact
that the parametric Lyapunov pair thus constrr~rted
displays a mdtiaffine dependence on k has certain appealing characteristics to be highlighted in the sequel.
Polytopic sets such as (1.1-1.2) can equivalently be
described by the convex combination of their corners,
i.e. for some M and suitable hl , ...,hM, one has
M

n = {A(A) = F + g(C
Aihi)
i=l

M

:

C

= I,

> 0).

i=l

(1.6)
We will show that Lyapunov pairs under this
slightly different parameterization are in fact a f i n e
rather than multiaffine in the Ai.

The second question involves the KalmanYakubovic-Popov (KYP) lemma [2], for transfer fiinctions whose numerator and denominator belong to
two independent polytopes with defining parameter
vectors k = [kl, ...,km] and 1 = [Il, ..., I,] respectively.
We show that under a suitable choice of state variable representation, the Lyapunov pairs one obtains
depend multiaffinely on the elements of k and 1. As
with the Lyap~inovequation problem, a convex combination based representation is also considered.
We demonstrate the significance of the Lyap~~nov
function results by extending certain Linear Time
Varying (LTV) system stability results reported in [3].
The KYP results are used to derive the Lyapunov
results that we present here. Further, they can be
used to determine robustness measures for adaptive
011tp11terror identification algorithms.
Past results incllide those of [9], where the Hermite matrix was shown to be a Lyapunov matrix for
a companion matrix A, albeit with a rank-1 Q. The
Hermite matrix is bilinear in the elements of its associated companion matrix. This bilinear dependence is
destroyed when one allows, as is the case in this paper,
dependent variations. Thatachar and Srinath [6] incorrectly prove that the single pnrameterfamily, R(A),
is IInrwitz invariant iff it has an affinely parametrized
Lyapnnov matrix P(k). The quadratic stability literature (see [7]) considers the existence of a single Lyapunov matrix P . Barring [8] these results are confined
to norm bounded, as opposed to polytopic, uncertainities. The subject of [8] is the quadratic stability of the
Abc' : A E [O,oo)).
single parameter set {A
Section 2 gives preliminary res\ilts; Section 3 the
KYP results; Section 4 the Lyapunov results; Section
5 LTV stability results; Section 6 the conclusion.
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Preliminaries

This section provides certain preliminary results
and assumptions.
Tlie KYP results of this paper will be derived for
sets of transfer funct,ions

where k E Ii', 1 E L. Since hl(1) and hz(k) lie in
independent polytopes, it follows that T can also be
expressed as

T = {I

+ (hl(p) - ~ ~ ( A ) ) ' ( s I -F - g6:(lr))-'g)
(2.4)

where
N

and the bi(k) and ai(1) affine in their respective arguments. Then for suital~lychosen F E ?RnXn,g E
Wn, hl(l) E 3" ant1 h2(k) E Sn, with [F,g] a completely reachable pair and I t , ( . ) affine in their respective argi~ment~s,
T can equivalently be described by

T = {1

+ (hi (I) - It2(k))'(sI - F - gh{(I))-'g

}
(23 )

Cpj= 1 ; pi 2 O

(2.5)

i=l

i=l

+

Observe that ( 1
(hii - h Z j ) l ( ~I F - ghii)-lg)
represents the corners of the set T. In the sequel
we will denote p = Lr1, ...,pN]I and A = [ A l l ...,AM]'
(note N = 2m and M = 2').
To conc.lude this section on preliminaries, we impose certain restrictions on various matrices of interest.
Assulnptio1l2.1: The pair [F,g] is completely reachable. Further, for (2.3) [F,hl(l) - h2(k)] is completely observable almost everywhere in K x L including, a t every corner of L and I<. Similarly, for
(2.4) [F, hl(p) - h2(A)] is completely observable almost everywhere, including a t all corners (i.e. a t all
jtl(li) = i t l i and all h2(A) = hzj). Likewise, for R,
[ F , h(k)] is c.omp\etely observable almost everywhere
in Ii' including, at every corner of Ii'.
We note that the corner observability conditions
can be asslimed without loss of generality, possibly
through an infinitesimal expansion of L and/or Ii'.
Recall, that R will be examined for a-Hurwitz (or
p-Schur) invariance. Thus, to avoid trivialities we will
assume that a t least one member of R is a-Hurwitz
(or pSchur). Then, through a simple affine transformation in the parameter vector k if need be, one can
make the following assumption without loss of generality:
Assunlptioll 2.2: Under continuous (respectively
discrete) time settings, F is a-Hurwitz (respect,ively
pSchur).

3
with I< as in (1.2),

N

h1(p) = C p i h l i ;

On the KYP Lemma

A continuous time system having transfer function
T(s) = I - cl(sl - ~ ) - ' b , is strictly passive iff for
some a > 0, it is continuous time strictly positive real
with margin a (a-CSPR): i.e T ( s - a ) is minimum
phase, stable and obeys for all real w

Re[T(jw - a)] > 0.

(3.1)

Similarly in discrete time, strict passivity is equivalent to the existence of 0 < p < 1 for which T(ps) is

Theorem 3.2 All members of the set (2.1-2.6) are pDSPR iff lhere exist symmetric P(p, A) and Q(p, A)
which obey (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 and in addition (again dropping all arguments), the following is
positive definite:

minimum phase, stable and obeys for all w E [-r, r )
Such a T ( s ) will henceforth be referred to as being p
DSPR. In this section we will address the issue of parameterized Lyapunov pairs for a-CSPR and p D S P R
parameterized transfer functions as defined in (2.3)
and (2.4). The first set of results concerns the parameterization in (2.4)-(2.6).

Theorem 3.1 All members of the set (2.4)-(2.6) are
a-CSPR i f there ezist symmetric P(p, A) and Q(pl A)
which obey the following:
(i) Vpi, Ai obeying the constmints in (2.4 - 2.6),
dropping all arguments due to lack of column space,
the following matriz is positive definite

where
e(/l) = F

+ gh: (p)

Remarks 3.1 and 3.2 apply to this situation as well.
Having dispensed with the parameterization contained in (2.4), we now turn our attention to its counterpart in (2.3).

Theorem 3.3 All naenrbers of (2.3) are a-CSPR iff
there exisi s y n ~ m e t r i cP(k, I) and Q(k, I), multiafine
in [kt,1')' such that ( dropping all arguments ), the
following is positive definite:

(3.4)

(ii) For fixed f r (respectively A), both P(p, A) and

with

Q(p,A) are aflne in the elenrents of A (respectively

e(1) = F

(iii) P(p, A) > 0 and Q(p, A) > 0 Vp, A obeying the
constraints in (2.5) and (2.6).
In the above PIQ are called the Lyapunov pairs
satisfying the KYP lemma and P by itself is ralletl
the Lyapunov Matrix. Several remarks are in ortlcr.
Remark 3.1: To constrl~cttile Lyapunov pairs one
must fimt construct [PijIQij] (using possibly the spectral factorization method outlined in [la]) which work
with the corner represented by = hzi and Kt = hlj.
The Lyapunov pairs [P(p, A), Q(p, A)] are constrlicted
using (3.5) given below.

+ ghl(l).

(3.10)

We next present the discrete time counterpart of Theorem 3.3.

Theorelxl 3.4 All members of (2.3) are p-SPR iff
there exisl synrmelric P ( k , 1) and Q(k, I), multiafine
in [k',ll]' such that ( dropping all arguments ), the
following is positive definite:

I

-B'PQ-Q+p2P,

+:-:.,

.

(Q'Py

+ hi - hi)'

e4Pg+h2-hl

2 - glPg

I

(3.11)

Remark 3.3: A self evident modification of Remark
3.2 applies here as well.

Remark .3.4: Here also the proof is constr~~ctive.
(3.5)

Remark 3.2: The special cases of (2.1) and (2.2)
corresponding to the situations where the numerator
is fixed and the denominator is uncertain, and wl~ere
the converse holds, are of particular interest in adaptive systems and the development to be outlitled in
section 4. In the case where the numerator is fixed,
one can assume that

Likewise the converse case of denominator fixed allows
one to assume without loss of generality, that
hl(l) = 0

v.!

(3.7)

In either case, P(fr, A) and Q(/i, A) are af fine in the
underlying parameters. We next present the discrete
time counterpart of Theorem 3.1.

As in Remark 3.1 we must now construct the Lyapunov pairs [PijlQij] (see Remark 3.1 on the construction of these pairs) that work with the transfer
function that represents the combination of the i-th
and j-th corners of Ii' and L respectively. Then the required [ P O , t ) ,Q(k, !)] is the unique multi$ffine function that assumes the value [Pij, Qij] at the apropriate
corner conhination.
Remark 3.6: Observe, that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
deal with parametrizations that are equivalent to
those used in their respective counterparts Theorems
3.3 and 3.4. However, while for fixed A (respectively
11) the Lyapunov pairs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are
collectively affine in the p (respectively A) parameters, even for a fixed k (respectively !) the Lyapunov
pairs of Tlieorems 3.3 and 3.4 are mtil tiaffine in the 1
(respectively k) parameters. This apparent paradox

can be understood in terms of the following example.
Consider the multiafinc function
p(kl,k*) = l+kl+k~+klk2, 0

< k1 < 1, 0 5 k2 5 1.

(3.12)
Clearly in the given range of [kl , k2], p(kl, 62) cannot
be expressed as an affine function of two variables. Yet
each member of this set can be expressed as a convex
combination of the four corners p(O,O), p(0, l), p(1,l)
and p(1,O). This lat,ter representation though, will
be nonuniqne. Indeed similar considerations apply to
the results of section I also.

4

Solutions to the Lyapunov Equation

In this section, we restrict our attention to the set
52 as represented in both (1.1) and (1.6) and consider
suitable Lyapunov pairs for this set. The main results
of this section are first formally stated.
Theorem 4.1 Consider R as in (1.1), with assuinptions 2.1 and 2.2 in force. Then, all members of 52
are a-Hurwitt (respectively p-Schur) iff there exist aHunuitz (respectively p-.Schur) A, a vector w and 110sititre definite symmetric P(k) and Q ( k ) , multiajj?ne in
k, stlch Ihal for all L in K , (1.3) (respectively (1.4))
holds with n ( k ) as in (1.5)
Theoreln 4.2 With Cl as in (1.6), the stateinent
of Theorem 4. I stands with P(k), Q(k), ll(k) replaced by P(A), Q(A), II(A), n(A) obviously defitced
and P(A).Q(A) afine in A.

The proofs of these theorems are constructive, and
the ~onst~rl~ction
of the Lyapunov pairs can be accomplished by only considering the corners of 52. The key
results used in the proof of these theorems fall into
two categories. The first is the main result of section
3. The second result we use is a minor variation of a
construction result given in [4]. This result in [4] considers polytopes of polynomials and gives necessary
and sufficient conditions under which there exists a
single stable LTI operator whose product with all the
members of this polytope is a-CSPR (respectively p
DSPR). The variation in question is summarized in
Theorem 4.3 below.
Theore1114.3 Consider the set R as in (1.1). This
set is a-llt~nuitt(respectively p-Schtlr) invariant i f l
there exist monic polynomials c(s) rind-d(s), with d ( s )
a-lIunuilz(respectively p-Schur) such that the traitsfer
function
det ( s l - (F ght(k)))c(s)
(4.1)
d(s)

+

is biproper and a-C,SPR (re.spectiuely p-DSPR) for all
k € I<.

A few comments about this result are called for.
Since in t.lle continuous and discrete time settings of
our problem F is respectively a-Hurwitz and pSchur
with
f (s) = det(sI - F )
(4.2)
for sufficiently small E, a- Ilurwitz or pSchur invariance of R is equivalent to the existence of monic c(s)
and d(s) as above, such that the transfer function below is a-CSPR and p D S P R for all k e K.

Further, as there are only a finite number of corners of
$2, Assumption 2.1 assures that det(s1- (F+ght(k)))
and f ( .s ), are coprime for all corners of I<. Also
through an arbitarily small perturbation in c(s) and
d(s), if need be, one can ensure that the transfer function in (4.3) is free from any pole-zero cancellations
at the corners of I<.In the sequel we will assume
b(f(s)d(s)) = N .

(4.4)

It is clear that the choice of c(s) and d(s) ensures that
f ( s + ~)c(s)/d(s)is biproper. Suppose its minimal
state variable realization (SVR) is {D, w, v , 1). Then
it is easy to show that { a , r, O(k), 1) is a SVR of
(4.3) where a , r a n d O(k) are given by: r = [w', g']',
9 = [v', -itt]' and

Since this represents a a-CSPR or a p D S P R transfer
function, the results of Section 3, provide appropriately parameterized Lyapunov pairs for this transfer
function. Then one can show that with A = D - wv',
these Lyapunov pairs are precisely the ones we seek.

5

Stability of Linear Time varying
Systems

Definition 5.1: The LTV system

is exponentially asymptotically stable (EAS) with degree of stability y > 0 if 3c, cu > 0 such that for all
x(to) and t >_ to,
llz(t)ller('-'"1

- cII z(to)lle-u(t-'O)
<

(5.2)

If y = 0, we simply say that (5.1) is EAS.
Reference [3] contains results that through a simple application of results in [11,12], yield conditions
for the EAS of a class of LTV systems with time variations confined to a scalar parameter k. In particular,
suppose that,
A(k) = F kgh'
(5.3)

+

with g, h vectors is cr-Hurwitz for all scalar fixed k
lying in a givm interval. Then the conditions in qaestion, involve certain precise logarithmic bounds on the
time variations in the parameter k, such that the EAS
of
~ ( t=
) A(k(t))z(t)
(5.4)

to Theorem 5.1 in the single parameter case. We also
give the corresponding discrete time result. Specifically, we prove the following.
Theorem 5.2 With R, A(k), k = [kl, .. ,k,]', K as
in (1.10)) (1.2)) and A(k) aBne in the elements of k,
suppose every member of R is a-Hunuilx. Then the
LTV systetti
~ ( t=) A(k(t))x(t)
(5.9)

is retained. Specifically one obtains the Theorem I>+
low.
Theorem 5.1 : Suppose A(k) as in (5.3) is aHurwitz for all k E [k-, k+]. Then (5.4) is EAS. if
for some r1,c2,T > 0, 6 E (0,a) and all t 2 0

(a) k(t) E [k-

+

(1,

k+

- €21

is EAS with degree of stability y, 0 < y < a , if there
exists 6 E ( 0 , ~ - y ) , T > 0 and Eli,C~i > 0, vi =
(1, ...,m} such that for all t > 0

(5.5)

and
(b) either

and (b) either

( i ) sup - /'+T

t2oT

t

'-1

[dlt, k+-k(r)

1Lln

+ d r < 2(0 - 6)

r ) - k- d r
1 J ~ +k ( ~
( i i ) sup -

t>oT
-

t

d~

k+-k(r)

< 4(a - 6)
(5.8)

The respective association between (5.1 1,s. 12) and
(5.6, 5.8) is clear.
The following lemma shows that (5.12) is in fact a
stronger conditioll than (5.1 1).

t

Several comments are in order. First in essence
each condition in Theorem 5.1 offers a tracle-off between the degree of stability of the "frozenn LTI systems and the average time variation that could be
withstood without losing stability. Further as one call
imagine, by choosing a larger 6, i.e. with a smaller
bound on the average derivative of the logarith~nic
value of the time varying parameter, one can qoantify the degree of EAS that the resulting time varying
system is endowed with. Such a result is in (91.
Second, the results of [3,9] apply only to the
contirauous time case involving the situation where
time variation is confined to a single parameter. No
comparable result for multipararneter time varying
systems is t o our knowledge available; nor are we
aware of similar stahility results that apply to discrcte
. ..
time system.
Third, even for the single parameter case, the results of [3,9] are proved using a somewhat i~ivolved
multiplier theory, which to our knowledge does not
readily extend to multiparameter time varying system.
The principal contribution of this sectioll is to
demonstrate how the results of section 4 can be used
to readily prove a much more general set of results
that: (a) involve LTV systems with multiple I.i~ne
varying parameters; (b) incorporate the degree of stability considerations featuring in [9]; and (c) specialize

L e m m a 5.1 With (5.10) in force, (5.12) implies
(5.11).

..=' p..

-

u"

Thus we need only show that (5.10,5.11) suffice for
the EAS of (5.9) -with degree of stability y.
Now Theorem 4.1 and the fact that 52 is a-Hurwitz
invariant together imply the existence of a a-IIurwitz
A and multiaffine symmetric positive definite mal i with n(k) as in
trix fi~nctionsP(k), Q ( k ) s ~ ~ cthat
(1.5),(1.3) holds for all k E Ii'. In the sequel, it will
become evident that it is more convenient to work
with the LTV system

rather tlia~lwith (5.9). Evidently, the block upper
triang~~lar
structure of fl(k(t)) and the position occupied by A(k(t)) in fl(k(t)) readily yield the following.
Lenima 5.2 With n(k) as in (1.5), if the LTV systern (5.13) is EAS with degree of stability y , then so
is (5.9).
Thus, we need only show that under (5.10) and
(5.1 l), (5.13) is EAS with degree of stability y . Then

the result we seek follows from the following Proposition and the results of the previous Section.
Proposition 5.1: Suppose, (1.3) holds with P(k)
multiafine in the elements of k. Suppose also that
there en'st 7, 0 < y < a, 6 E ( 0 , a - y ) , T > 0 and
€ l i l € ~>i 0, V i = (1, ...,m) such that for all t > 0,
(5.10, 5.11) hold. Then (5.13) is EAS with degree of
stability 7.
We next extend Theorem 5.2 to the discrete time
case. We note that similar results have been hitherto
unknown even for the single parameter case. We begin
with the analogy of Definition 5.1.
Definition 5.2: Tlle discrete time LTV system

is EAS with degree of stability (1 - p), (i.e. it is p
EAS) , O < p < l , i f 3 ~ > 0 , 0 < 6 <1 such thatVto
and t 2 to, t and to integers,

The required result is as follows.
T h e o r e m 5.3 Suppose A(k) as in Theorem 5.2 is
such that Vk E K, A(k) is p- Schur. Then

is 7-EAS, 0 < p < y < 1, if there ezist integer T > 0,
a 6 obeying 0 < p < 6 < 1 and cli and €2i as in
Theorem 5.2, such that for all integer t > 0, (5.10)
holds together with either (5.17) or (5.18) below:

sup 120 T

cc

t+T-1

m

j=t

i=1

[In AiEc)l)]+

5

21n (-).
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